Vive Le Color! Arabia (Adult Coloring Book): Color In; De-stress (72 Tear-out Pages)
Whether you want to unplug completely or be creatively engaged while commuting or watching TV, this adult coloring book offers 72 pages of beautiful and meditative designs inspired by Turkish tiles, Persian rugs, and Moroccan mosaics. Top-bound coloring pad is perfect for the right- and left-handed. Detachable sheets make it easy to display your finished work or share pages at coloring parties. 72 illustrations are printed single-sided on high-quality paper that is suitable for pencils, markers, and watercolors. Compact size is great for travel, and a smaller page is less time-consuming to complete. Pad has a thick backer board so that you can color with the book on your lap.

The Vive Le Color! collection includes:
- Vive Le Color! Africa (Adult Coloring Book)
- Vive Le Color! Arabia (Adult Coloring Book)
- Vive Le Color! Butterflies (Adult Coloring Book)
- Vive Le Color! Energy (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)
- Vive Le Color! Flowers (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)
- Vive Le Color! Harmony (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)
- Vive Le Color! India (Adult Coloring Book)
- Vive Le Color! Japan (Adult Coloring Book)
- Vive Le Color! Mandala (Adult Coloring Book)
- Vive Le Color! Meditation (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)
- Vive Le Color! Peace (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)
- Vive Le Color! Serenity (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)
- Vive Le Color! Vitality (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)
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I've purchased several of the Vive Le Color! books. This one is charming depicting several Arabesque designs, which I am particularly fond of. Those type of designs are simultaneously soft and flowing and at the same time have a precise structured appearance. I used Copic Sketch markers, 0.38mm Copic Multiliners, BIC Mark-It Ultra Fine Point, Staedtler Ultra Fine Point markers and some shading with Prismacolor colored pencils. The paper, though, is very conducive to gel markers. The particulars of this book is very similar to all the books published by Vive Le Color!:~ 72 designs~ The book is 7"x7" with pages that can either be removed by tearing from the top or can be left in the book.~ A handy thick cardboard pad is attached on the back of the book to use as a supportive pad while coloring.~ Quality of the paper is quite good, but some bleed through is to be expected with alcohol markers.~ Back side of each page is blank. Could also be personal use copied and enlarged onto 80 lb. cover stock paper.~ Most of the 72 designs will require ultra-fine point pencils or marking pens.~ There are a few simple open designs that could be filled in with imaginative embellishments of our own. Four Star: Unfortunately, the print is very light, lighter than previous Vive books. Not sure if this is a printing issue or a part of their designs. Since I happen to like these designs so much, I removed the pages I wanted, personal use copied them to darken, and at the same time made them larger to color. This works for me; but may not for others or those who do not have a home copier.

Wow, the designs in this coloring book are amazing. Some are very intricate and would require fine line markers or gel pens. Others are not as intricate and colored pencils would work well. Has a good mix of designs that would satisfy anyone in my opinion. The pages are thick and tear out if you want them to. There has been no bleed through when I use my markers. The designs are one sided as well. Very, very impressed with this coloring book.

At first glance, I really liked the patterns in this book. After completing a number of the pages, I noticed that a number of the patterns are simply the same pattern but resized. So I will have already done that same pattern, but it will be enlarged in my version and shrunk or shifted slightly on another page. I was expecting a unique design for every page and discovering that pages aren't unique made me unhappy. I bought this as something to do on my trip to Germany from Boston MA, and then later I used them as decoration for my dorm room for the semester I was in Germany. I
guess if you just want something to color in order to calm down or to waste some time, the repeated
patterns are fine. But even for me, where this was meant as a distraction, I lost interest in the pages
once I started having to repeat patterns.

not as I expected most of the designs are repetitious, and too tiny to properly color in even with my
fine tipped art markers it still doesn’t come out as I want it when I do try to color one of these
patterns. Gave it to a friend who did not mind she owns a magnifying glass and does not mind such
fine line patterns. Otherwise good concept with the overall coloring book just needs to be improved
with bolder lines not so light it is hard to see on some patterns.

Just love it...at first I was a little shocked at the size of the book itself...but after thumbing through
the pictures and the quality of the paper and print, especially the print, there are NO heavy black
lines to interfer with the flow of colors or to allow another color to blend...and the size once again is
actually perfect, I travel a lot and these are perfect for long flights or overlays at airports without
taking up any space...

Great pictures. I returned it as they (the pictures) are so tiny I can barely see them. Good quality
paper, though.

love this book, sturdy paper and the pictures are fun to paint or use colored pencils

i like the india one better, it has more interesting and intricate patterns
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